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l.Answer the following questions (any three): 3x5 =15

ci) What is developmental psychology?

b) Which are the conditions that affect the prenatal development?

c) What is empty nest syndrome?

, d) What is emotion?

e) What is heredity and environment?

2. Write Short Notes on (any three) 3x5= 15

a) Childhood.

b) Old age.

c) Problems during delivery and birth.

d) Peer group influence.

e) Attitude.

3. Answer the following questions (any two) 2xl0= 20

a) What is personality? What is Id, Ego and Super ego?

b) Write the theory proposed by Erick Erickson.

c) Write the developmental stages from early childhood to old age.
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PART A- Objective Type

Choose the correct answer: lx20=20

(Figure in the margin indicates Full marks of the question)

1. - Prenatal development is dependent on maternal emotions.

~ I) True II) False

I) True II) False

,2. Drugs affect the prenatal development.

I) True II) False

3. Major adjustment necessitated by birth adjustment to breathing.

4. In breech birth the head appears first.

I) True II) False

5. Speech is a tool for communication.

I) True II) False

6. One of the essential elements of communication is that children must use a form of language that is

meaningful to those with whom they are communicating.

.•.J) True II) False III) None

7. The word personality has come from a

J) Greek II) Latin III) Roman word



8. One of the components of personal ity is the self concept.

T) True II) False III) None

J) True II) False

9. Infancy is a time of radical adjustment.

10. The Id believes in principles.------------------------------------
11. The Id, Ego and Super ego were proposed by

a) Erick Erickson b) Sigmund Freud c) Abraham Maslow

I) True II) False

12. Developmental Stages are systematic and inter related.

13. Period oftransition from childhood to adulthood is -----------------------------------
14. Early childhood covers from 2 years to years.

15. Long term memory somehow declines during _

16. Adolescence is a period of and _
:

17. There are

a) two b) three c) four types of emotions.

18. Oral stage is a part of stages of development.

19. Anal stage children learn to control their bladder and bowel movement.

a) True

20. Erick Erickson proposed

b) False c) one

a) six stages b) seven c) eight stages of development.
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